
KINDERRY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

Liedekerke, Sunday 27/06/2021

Subject: pick up children - open domain

Dear parent (s)

From tomorrow, Monday 28/06/2021 - 14 pm until Wednesday 30/06/2021 we will open the domain again to
wait as a parent at collecting your child(ren).

The children will still be brought in the 'old way' tomorrow morning, where you wait at the closure in the
Kleemputtenstraat or Molenstraat. This appointment will only take effect from 2.30 pm!

Why?
The corona figures are currently very favorable and there is a very high vaccination rate in our region. In
addition, targeted and general parental contact is planned, for which one must enter the domain in any case.
Finally, we also want to give all parents who want to, the opportunity to say goodbye to the teacher, the class
and the school in a slightly more personal way.

The current corona guidelines will remain in force:
- On the domain / when entering the school building you always wear a mouth mask and respect the

distance rules.
- To pick up your child, you must wait outside and not inside a building.
- If there are too many people present at the parent meeting, you can ask to wait outside.
- Respect the instructions of the staff.

On the next page you see a map where your child can be picked up:
- K0/1A-BC: through the outside door of the building as it already was (parking opposite).

- K2A/B: via the entrance to the kindergarten gym/secretariat (opposite the staff room).

- K3A/B + L1A/B: via the entrance between the nursery building and the main building.

- L2A/B + L3A/B + L4A/B: they come out through one of the exits. You wait at the playground or the school
car park.

- L5A/B + L6A/B: they come out themselves. You wait at the parking lot, on the grass or the aisle.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact the school.

Thank you very much for the good follow-up.

Kind regards

Stanny De Block
GO! Primary school De Bij
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